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Care, Responsibility, Cooperation and Respect.

Introduction

Student Welfare encompasses everything that the school community does to meet the
personal and social needs of students and enhance their well-being.

It involves holding high expectations of student behaviour and recognising, valuing and
developing each student as a total and unique person in the context of society.

An important part of this process is that students learn to become responsible for their own
behaviour and that the school actively promotes positive behaviour.

Positive Behaviour for Learning

In 2010 our school began our Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) journey.

This program focuses on explicit teaching and supporting positive behaviour for all students.
PBL is a program that supports students’ own personal development as well as helping
them to understand what is required of them in order to create together a peaceful,
productive and harmonious learning community. This program is supported through the
emotional literacy and strength based activities of the Grow Your Mind program.

 School-wide expectations

Our PBL program is based on a school-wide set of expectations which apply across the
school in every circumstance and setting in which students are learning.

We are Caring We are Respectful

We are Responsible We are Cooperative

From these expectations, a matrix of positive behaviours has been developed for each
school setting, e.g. in the playground, at bus lines, at sport, in assembly.

These rules define our expectations for behaviour in our school. You will see these rules
posted throughout the school and your child will be learning them and practising them with
teacher support during their lessons and break times. A matrix is sent home at the start of
each new school year to families, and posted on the school’s webpage.

As of 2024, a PBL contract will also be sent home at the beginning of each year for you and
your child to review and allocate an individual goal relating to positive behaviour and
learning that they will work on throughout that school year. These will be reviewed and
referred to throughout the year.

https://growyourmind.life/
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Teaching the expectations and rules 

To keep our students mindful of the rules and thus to keep our school a peaceful place
where everyone can learn, we do the following things when teaching:

● We teach and refer to our school-wide expectations frequently in the course of our
classroom teaching program.

● We provide students with praise first for accomplishing new tasks, following rules and
meeting school-wide expectations, and then correction only where problem behaviour
occurs.

● We talk to students with respect using a positive voice tone.
● We actively engage everyone in the class during instruction.
● We use pre-correcting, prompting, positive reinforcement and redirection as we teach.
● We look for the positive first, and provide immediate, frequent, specific and positive

feedback (a ratio of 4:1 positive reinforcements or higher). 

Positive reinforcements and rewards

Dubbo South Public School uses a system of tangible acknowledgments, whole-stage
celebrations and whole-school celebrations to encourage positive behaviour for all students.

1. Tangibles and celebrations. Teachers will issue PBL Ollie tokens to reinforce knowledge
and successful practice of expectations. These will be frequent and tangible rewards
issued with verbal reinforcement of positive behaviours displayed, to students who are
successfully following PBL expectations. These Ollie tokens are collected in PBL Stage
boxes which are used for PBL raffle prize draws at stage and whole-school assemblies.
When boxes are filled with tokens, this also leads to a whole-stage PBL celebration
event to be scheduled and negotiated by stage staff and students. When a stage fills an
Ollie box, a large feather is then placed on the wings of our Ollie Owl hall display at the
next whole-school assembly. When a wing is filled with these stage feathers, a
whole-school PBL celebration is negotiated with student, teacher and Principal input.
Students may also receive a PBL Principal letter for carrying out all expectations.
Classroom teachers nominate 4 outstanding students per term to receive this
recognition.

2. Stage rewards-
Kindergarten

Kindergarten students work hard to get Ollies in the classroom and playground. They get
Ollies for following our school PBL expectations, including completing quality work, focused
and quiet working, always trying their best and being a kind and caring friend to others.
Students keep their Ollies in a class box and record each one received on a chart. When they
have 20 Ollies, they get a little reward from the class prize box. Each class takes their Ollie
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box to stage assemblies and adds the Ollies to the Kindergarten box. Names are drawn out of
the box and if you are lucky enough to have one of your Ollies picked, you will get a prize as a
reward. When the Kindergarten box is full of Ollies, everyone across the stage participates in
a reward afternoon. Some of our favourites have been ice blocks, movie and popcorn, and
free play.

Stage 1
In Stage 1, students receive Ollies for demonstrating the school's PBL expectations in
the classroom (yellow Ollies) and playground (blue Ollies). Year 2 students can
nominate to be Ollies Angels, and if selected, they are rostered on to circulate the
playground at play breaks, handing out Ollies to students for demonstrating PBL
expectations.

Class Level
Ollies are collected in rooms, with a draw held each week in each class, with some
form of in-class reward, such as jobs, privileges or a small prize. At the end of each
week, classes send their Ollies to the Stage 1 tub outside 2D.

Stage Level
The Ollie tub comes to Stage 1 assemblies in Weeks 3, 6 and 9 of each term, where 6
Ollies are drawn out and students choose a prize from the prize tub.
When the Ollie tub is full, a Stage reward is held. This can include extra play outside, a
movie and snack, technology time, free time in class or a choose-your-own adventure
where students choose a reward from a number of provided options.

Stage 2
Stage 2 students collect their Ollies throughout the term. When they have 10
Ollies, they submit those Ollies to their class tub and mark their name off the class
Ollie recording chart. Each teacher and supporting staff nominate an activity to
host for Ollie Day e.g cooking/ movie/ Mario Kart. This is then communicated to
students. Before ‘Ollie Day’, students nominate their three choices of activities.
They record their Ollie total on a google form. Students are placed in activities,
based on their preferences, with highest Ollie holders being placed first. Activities
have ‘caps’ on numbers. It pays to hold the most Ollies. Students meet in stage
area on the day of activity. Stage leader calls out the lists of activities and
students go to that activity for the session.

Stage 3
Within our classes students will automatically start off with 100 Ollie points. If students
have demonstrated PBL expectations within the classroom and school expectations, they
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will keep all their Ollie points.
Ollie points are taken away if the student has received a minor or major in the classroom,
release rotation, sport and playground.
If students have lost points, they have the opportunity to earn their points back through
community service tasks or negotiated jobs with the classroom teacher (for example
working in our school garden, picking up rubbish, emptying bins, helping in the library or
resource room etc).
They must achieve this within the week of losing the points to regain points back. At the
end of the term, Stage 3 students will engage in a rewards day where they can choose
their reward from a list of suggested rewards offered. Students on the 100 points will
have first pick and so on.
Students will still be collecting paper ollies for their classroom rewards. Each class has
come up with ideas and rewards to cash in their paper ollies. For example 20 ollies for a
lucky dip, 75 ollies for a lunch order etc.
Stage 3 will also receive extra play time, ice blocks etc when our stage 3 ollie box is full,
if we continue to wear our school uniform, have a clean playground or have positive
growth in our Sentral data for minors or majors.

3. Personal acknowledgement of consistent positive behaviour and citizenship.
Achievement Awards are collected by the students, put onto a personal chart and
maintained as a record of the positive behaviours they have demonstrated throughout
the year as well as ongoing accumulation through their years at Dubbo South Public
School. Students’ progress through the following levels:

5 Achievement awards = merit certificate
10 Achievement awards = credit certificate

15 Achievement awards = distinction certificate
20 Achievement awards = honour certificate

25 Achievement awards = banner
50 & 100 Achievement awards = P&C Certificate & ollie badge

 At each level, students have their name published in the newsletter. Our system of
recognition of positive behaviours will also include student of the week awards and
recognition of positive behaviour with classroom teachers sending messages via the Parent
Portal.

Problem behaviours

Appropriate behaviour is expected at all times. In the event that a student has demonstrated
inappropriate behaviour, teachers will support involvement through
re-teaching, pre-correction and corrective feedback where necessary.
Where a student fails to respond to teaching and positive reinforcement or to teacher
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pre-correction or verbal correction and chooses to continue their problem behaviour, we will
also implement a school-wide system of consequences.

The following flowchart is used as a guideline when dealing with problem behaviours in
either the classroom or playground. Behaviours classified as ‘MINOR’ are
teacher-managed. Behaviours classified as ‘MAJOR’ are referred to Executive staff for
management.

Dealing with Behaviour FLOWCHART

Observe problem behaviour

Conference with student

Is the Behaviour Executive Managed?

Use classroom management system complete behaviour

2 warnings/rule reminders referral

Time out in class

Buddy Class exit Non-teaching Executive &

Teacher determines consequence

Teacher makes parent contact

Feedback is given to all

relevant staff and Parents

contacted.

Stage Executive notified

Does the student have 6 behaviour

referrals in fortnight

(PBL data manager)

Executive to follow up with parents.

Wellbeing Team referral from PBL data

Dealing with problem behaviours-Behaviour monitoring cards

Students on Yellow, Orange or Red level will have this behaviour-tracking card until 70 points have been achieved. At the end of

each session (classroom and playtime) student behaviour is recorded by the supervising teacher with a score of 0-3. Score of 0 is

given if the student has a MAJOR incident (see Glossary of Behaviours- major/minor document). If a ‘0’ is recorded for any session,

the same flowchart procedures are followed as seen on this document. The incident must be referred to Executive staff. The

reporting teacher must also log this incident on Sentral. A score of ‘1’ will be given if the student has had a MINOR incident during

the session. This incident will be managed by the classroom teacher using their range of behaviour management strategies and the

incident logged on Sentral.

When a student has 3 minors in a row for the same type of incident this equates to 1 major. The classroom teacher will make

contact with the parent/carer, and will flag with their Stage Leader for monitoring. When a student receives 6 majors or more,

regardless of their incident type, they will trigger a referral to the Wellbeing Team in consultation with the Stage Leader and

parent/carer for further support and intervention in collaboration with the classroom teacher and the students family.
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Glossary of behaviours
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Glossary of teacher and executive responses to problem behaviour
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Consequences for problem behaviours in the playground
In the playground, disruption of others’ play or engaging in unsafe behaviours may result in the

following:

Rule reminder/redirection
Walk with teacher

Pick up papers
Sit in designated area

↓
MAJOR NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR- Planning room

Phone call/parent portal contact with parents/carers if required
↓

Yellow Level monitoring card-
Target behaviour and playground area

Parents notified by Classroom Teacher/Stage Leader
↓

Orange/Red level monitoring card.
Attend Ollie’s Nest at break times. Withdrawal from representing

school events/excursion, loss of leadership roles (SRC etc)
↓

Parents/Carers notified
Formal Caution of Suspension (violence/continued

non-compliance/illegal activities)
↓

Referral to Wellbeing Team/Possible Suspension/School Counsellor

Please note as stated in the ‘Draft Suspension and Expulsion of Students procedures 2023’
Principals must suspend children for having weapons, using violence, use of illegal
substances. There are also a range of unsafe behaviours that can result in a suspension.

Representing the School
If a student is moved to an orange/red monitoring level, or is on a suspension, they are not able to represent

the school or attend off site excursions in this period. This includes participating in sporting /extracurricular

teams, regardless of the competition level. Upon completion of an orange/red monitoring level or return

from suspension, students may represent the school, attend excursions and return to their role in

sporting/extra curricular teams*. Any substitute student who fulfills their role will be allowed to maintain the

position and the role should be shared equally by the students at the coach/leader's discretion.

*In the case that a sporting or extra curricular team has a capped number of students, the student who has

had to leave the team due to a orange/red monitoring level or suspension, will forfeit their role in that team

for the remainder of the competition period. Any substitute student who fulfills the role will sustain the

position for the period of the competition.
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The PBL 2023 Leadership Team

The Leadership teams (PBL and Wellbeing Teams) monitor student behaviour
incidents on a fortnightly basis using the information recorded on the Sentral
database.

When a child’s pattern of inappropriate behaviour is becoming a concern, the
Wellbeing team will provide information and if necessary, additional support, to the
child and the teacher to attempt to redirect the child.

Where Sentral data reports indicate a school-wide behaviour deficit, the PBL
Leadership team will respond with a whole-school teaching focus of positive
behaviour for the data-informed area of concern.

The 2023 PBL/Grow Your Mind Leadership Team consists of:

Sharon Allman (Principal) Patrice Kent (Stage 3 teacher- PBL leader) Amy Welbourne
(Student Support Officer- PBL leader)

Karen O’Leary (Assistant Principal) Vanessa Dwyer (Assistant Principal)

Petrice Cox (Assistant Principal MC unit) Sub-committee- Rhiannon Stevenson (Teacher), Fiona
McMahon (Student Learning & Support Officer)

Recording and reporting to parents

Our school uses a database logging system of student information entitled “Sentral”.
This allows staff to record observations of student behaviour and to plan appropriate
support and intervention where a student’s pattern of behaviour is of concern.

School-wide behaviour data is communicated to all staff by the PBL Leadership Team
on a fortnightly basis, along with teaching materials on focus areas. Class teachers
provide behaviour support through conferencing, pre-correction and re-teaching to
children in their home class to sustain a school environment which is Respectful,
Caring, Responsible and Cooperative.

Parents are kept informed of behaviour concerns by means of letters, phone calls,
parent portal messages or meetings with staff.

The occurrence of three or more major incidents in a fortnight for any child will result
in parent/carer contact. This can lead to a child being placed on a Traffic Light
monitoring card (Yellow level- warning, Orange Level- off playground, Red Level-
executive managed in alternative classroom setting).
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Dubbo South PS PBL Matrices

Non-Classroom settings
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Classroom settings

Expectation Entering Room/Morning Circle

Respect ● Respect personal space
● Follow teacher directions
● Put hats in bag before entering room

Care ● Keep hands and feet to self
● Enter room quietly

Responsibility ● Walk sensibly
● Arrive on time
● Put bags in designated area and move to play

area/classroom
● Get out the equipment you need for the day

Cooperation ● Line up in two lines
● Finish games on bell and move straight to class

Expectation Morning Routine
Respect ● Follow teacher direction

● Say good morning as mark roll

Care ● Cough and blow and put tissue in the bin
● Wash hands quickly and carefully

Responsibility ● Have money/notes ready to collect
● Listen to daily messages and follow up your jobs
● Hand in homework

Cooperation ● Bring Fruito to school and eat sensibly

Expectation Classroom Routine
Respect ● Follow teacher direction

● Respect personal space
● Respect other people’s property

Care ● Keep hands and feet to yourself
● Stay in your seat
● Speak nicely to others

Responsibility ● Work quietly
● Ignore distractions
● Stay on task

Cooperation ● Put your hand up and wait until asked to speak
● 5’Ls
● Move quietly and safely around the room
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Expectation Using Equipment
Respect ● Return school equipment in same condition

Care ● Use equipment safely

Responsibility ● Bring own equipment and use appropriately (Yrs 3-6)
● Label your belongings
● Put your own equipment away

Cooperation ● Share school equipment

Expectation Packing Up & Exiting Room
Respect ● Follow teacher direction

● Say good afternoon and wait to be dismissed

Care ● Keep hands and feet to self
● Organise chairs safely

Responsibility ● Pack up quickly and quietly
● Exit classroom in orderly fashion

Cooperation ● Help your classmates keep the room clean
● Leave room neat and tidy

School Exits/After-School routines
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Dubbo South Public School

Behaviour Levels System – “Traffic Lights”

At Dubbo South we are a Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) school. This school-wide behaviour system

focuses on explicit teaching and supporting of positive behaviour for all students. PBL is a school-wide system

that supports students’ personal development as well as helping them to understand what is required of

them in order to create a peaceful, productive and harmonious learning community.

Green Level: All students will start at Green Level at the beginning of each term. Students on

Green level attend stage and whole-school celebrations in accordance with the Dubbo South PS PBL

Handbook

Yellow Level: (monitored by Classroom teacher)
After classroom interventions by teacher and contact made with parents, students can be placed onto
Yellow Level by the classroom teacher in consultation with their stage leader or administrative executive.
● All monitoring on this level will remain until the student achieves 70 points on their Yellow Level card
● Behaviour monitored using Yellow Level card – class as normal, playground area identified by

teacher/stage leader on Yellow level monitoring card (*Yellow level replaces the old ‘playground
book’ intervention*)

● Class teacher with Stage leader support determines positive behaviour goal for Yellow level, which is
linked with behaviours that are causing concern for the student

● At the conclusion of each session/break, the teacher and student discuss behaviour efforts and
allocate score of 0-3 using the matrix overview on the back of the Yellow Level card and PBL glossary

● A SESSION/BREAK SCORE OF 1 IS LOGGED ON SENTRAL AS A ‘MINOR’ NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR.
● A SCORE OF 0 FOR A SESSION/BREAK IS LOGGED AS A ‘MAJOR’ ON SENTRAL AND THE TEACHER

GIVING ‘0’ SCORE MAKES CONTACT WITH PARENTS/CARERS AND LOGS ON SENTRAL COMM LOG.
THE STUDENT ATTENDS PLANNING ROOM AT THE NEXT LUNCHTIME FOR CONFERENCING

● Three ‘0’ sessions when on Yellow Level will see the student moved to Orange Level. However,
executive staff can move a student directly from Yellow to a higher intervention if a serious breach of
behaviour occurs

● Yellow Level cards are to be left with the classroom teacher at the end of each school day. If a student
loses or purposefully destroys/disposes of their card they will re-start their level from 0 (zero) points.
Completed cards are placed in the Planning Room mailbox outside the Shed, and the class teacher
emails the principal and Assistant Principal Learning and Support that the intervention is successfully
complete.
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Orange Level: (Monitored by Executive)

Executive only will place child on Orange Level and contact parent/carer. This contact will be recorded on the
Sentral Communication Log. If parent/carer is unable to be contacted by phone, parent portal, email or a
letter will be sent home to parents/carers to communicate that a student has been placed on Orange Level.

● All monitoring on this level will remain until the student achieves 70 points on their Orange Level card
● Behaviour monitored using Orange card – student attends own class as normal
● When a student is placed onto Orange Level, the stage leader and student will discuss the

behaviour/s of concern and decide upon a daily positive behaviour goal which will be recorded on the
Orange Level card each morning before class

● At the conclusion of each session/break, the teacher and student discuss behaviour efforts and
allocate score of 0-3 using the matrix overview on the back of the Orange Level card and PBL Glossary
of Behaviours

● Students attend Ollies Nest in the morning before school commences (between 8:50am - 9:20am)
where the previous day’s session scores are reviewed and discussed. If the previous day’s scores were
positive (mostly scores of 2s and 3s) the Ollies Nest facilitator and student will identify a new positive
behaviour goal. If the previous day’s goal was not achieved, it will remain as the daily goal, and
recorded on the Orange Level card

● A SESSION/BREAK SCORE OF 1 IS LOGGED ON SENTRAL AS A ‘MINOR’ NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR.
● A SCORE OF 0 FOR A SESSION/BREAK IS LOGGED AS A ‘MAJOR’ ON SENTRAL AND THE TEACHER

SCORING ‘0’ MAKES CONTACT WITH PARENTS/CARERS. THE STUDENT ATTENDS PLANNING ROOM
AT THE NEXT LUNCHTIME FOR CONFERENCING

● Students on Orange Level do not have access to regular playground areas during break times –
students attend designated area (Ollie’s Nest) until 70 points are earned and are involved in
community service activities and social skill building activities relevant to their individual behaviour
goals.

● Three ‘0’ sessions/breaks when on Orange Level will see the student moved to Red Level. However,
executive staff can move a student directly from Orange to higher interventions if a serious breach of
behaviour occurs

● There will be no involvement in extra-curricular activities –excursions, special events, sporting
competitions or Friday PSSA until the student has completed their monitoring card. This includes
cultural activities both onsite and offsite.

● Orange Level cards are to be left with the classroom teacher at the end of each school day. If a
student loses or purposefully destroys/disposes of their card they will restart their level from 0 (zero)
points. Completed cards are handed to Ollies Nest coordinators or AP Wellbeing upon completion and
Sentral is updated to reflect the completion of this intervention.

● Students who have previously completed an Orange card in the same term who are having ongoing
behaviour concerns, may participate in an alternative intervention facilitated by the Wellbeing Team
in lieu of being placed on another Orange card in consultation and collaboration with the student’s
family and classroom teacher.

Principal's discretion in communication with the classroom teacher and parents may apply.
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Red Level: Only after contact made with parent

Executive only will place the child on the Red Level. An email, parent portal message and/or a letter will also
be sent home to parents/carers to communicate that a student has been placed on Red Level.

● Students with negative behaviour concerns which are related to playground issues will remain in their
regular classroom setting on Red Level, and will be off playground until 70 points are earned.

● Students with negative behaviour concerns which are related to classroom issues will be relocated in
an alternate classroom setting on Red Level. Executive will negotiate a classroom best suited to
complete this time away from their own classroom, and the student will be off the playground until
70 points are earned.

● When a student is placed onto Red Level, the stage leader and student will discuss the behaviour/s of
concern and decide upon a daily positive behaviour goal which will be recorded on the Red
monitoring card.

● At the conclusion of each session/break, the teacher and student discuss behaviour efforts and
allocate a score of 0-3 using the matrix overview on the back of the Red Level card and the PBL
Glossary of Behaviours.

● Students attend Ollies Nest each morning before school (8:50-9:20am) where the previous day’s
session/break scores are reviewed and discussed. If the previous day’s scores were positive (mostly
scores of 2s and 3s) the Ollies Nest facilitator and student will identify a new positive behaviour goal.
If the previous day’s goal was not achieved, it will remain as the daily goal, and recorded on the Red
Level card.

● A SESSION/BREAK SCORE OF 1 IS LOGGED ON SENTRAL AS A ‘MINOR’ NEGATIVE BEHAVIOUR.
● A SCORE OF 0 FOR A SESSION/BREAK IS LOGGED AS A ‘MAJOR’ ON SENTRAL AND THE TEACHER

SCORING ‘0’ MAKES CONTACT WITH PARENTS/CARERS
● Students on Red Level do not have access to regular playground areas during break times – students

attend designated area (Ollie’s Nest) until 70 points are earned and are involved in community service
activities and social skill building activities relevant to their individual behaviour goals.

● Three ‘0’ sessions/breaks when on Red Level will require administrative executive conferencing with
parents/carers regarding appropriate consequence (Principal/Deputy Principal/Assistant Principal
Wellbeing)

● There will be no involvement in extracurricular activities- excursions, special events, sporting
competitions, iCan, Bro/SistaSpeak and Friday PSSA

● Once a student completes Red Level by earning 70 points, they will return to Yellow Level for
monitoring

● Red Level cards are to be left with the classroom teacher at the end of each school day. If a student
loses or purposefully destroys/disposes of their card they will restart their level from 0 (zero) points.
Completed cards are handed to Ollies Nest coordinators or AP Wellbeing upon completion and
Sentral is updated to reflect the completion of this intervention.

● Students who have previously completed a Red card in the same term who are having ongoing
behaviour concerns, may participate in an alternative intervention facilitated by the Wellbeing Team
in lieu of being placed on another Red card in consultation and collaboration with the student’s family
and classroom teacher.

Principal's discretion in communication with the classroom teacher and parents may apply.
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Representing the School whilst in a monitoring card period
If a student is moved to an orange/red monitoring level, or is on a suspension, they are not able to represent

the school or attend off site excursions in this period. This includes stage excursions, participating in any

cultural programs, or sporting /extracurricular teams, regardless of the competition level. Upon completion

of an orange/red monitoring level or return from suspension, students may represent the school, attend

excursions and return to their role in sporting/extra curricular teams*. Any substitute student who fulfills

their role will be allowed to maintain the position and the role should be shared equally by the students at

the coach/leader's discretion.

*In the case that a sporting or extra curricular team has a capped number of students, the student whom has

had to leave the team due to a orange/red monitoring level or suspension, will forfeit their role in that team

for the remainder of the competition period. Any substitute student who fulfills the role will sustain the

position for the period of the competition.

Students who hold Student Representative Council (SRC), House Captain or other leadership roles within the

school community who receive 6 minors or 2 majors, or are placed on an orange or red card, will be stripped

of their badge permanently, or for a negotiated period of time in order to earn back, at the

Principal/Delegates discretion. Students applying for SRC or House Captain positions will be reviewed based

on their behaviour for that election year, and if they have received more than 3 majors (or 6 minors) will not

be considered for nomination.

Note: In accordance with DOE suspension and expulsion procedures, at any time students may be
suspended for physical violence or threatening serious physical violence; aggressive behaviour;
possession of suspected illegal substances; engaging in serious criminal behaviour related to the
school; possession of a prohibited weapon; ongoing non-compliance and unsafe behaviours.

Any student who returns from a suspension will be automatically placed on a Yellow Level card for
monitoring across playground/classroom settings.


